A wide array ofmutations now numbering more than 200 have been identified in the BRCA1 gene, one of the two breast cancer susceptibility genes identified so far. In addition, there have been several variants described but it is not known if they really represent functionally significant mutations of the BRCA1 gene. We report evidence to show that the duplication/ insertion of 12 base pairs in intron 20 could have a real effect on expression of the BRCA1 gene, although it was also present in 1% of our control population.
BRCA1 is one of the two breast cancer susceptibility genes identified so far. A wide array of mutations now numbering more than 200 have been identified in the BRCA1 gene.' 2 In addition, several variants have been described but it is not known if they really represent functionally significant mutations of the BRCA1 gene.3 ' We report here a case of an insertion of 12 This variant has been previously described in four cases: a woman with both breast and ovarian cancer and a high risk family history,3 a young woman without a family history of cancer,4 and two men with prostate cancer with and without a family history respectively.6 In the last three cases the variant was not present in any of the subjects in the control population analysed. However, in all these studies the variant was considered as a definite mutation, although cDNA was not available for experiments to provide formal proof of an effect on RNA processing. Recently, this alteration has been described in Polish control subjects, causing more confusion about its significance.
Our patient does not have a family history of breast cancer, although the structure of his pedigree, with no females, only four brothers aged between 23 and 44, and only male second degree relatives, could be contributory. Therefore, we searched for this allele in the general ar GCTGA-7P GAGCATGAT7TT( population using DNA samples from 93 unrelated and anonymous parents of patients with cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, and myotonic dystrophy. As far as we know, they are not suspected of having any inherited predisposition to malignant conditions. We found the same variant in a male control subject, which represents approximately 1 % of our population. These data were in agreement with those reported by Krzyzosiaka' who found this variant in 2% of a Polish control population. Although these initial results supported the idea that this alteration was not related to the disease, we were able to confirm that the insertion did not modify the correct splicing of exons 19-21, by analysing the cDNA obtained from the patient's peripheral blood. The fragments were amplified using primers that cover position 5092 to 5396 of the BRCA1 cDNA sequence (U14680) (from exon 19 to the end of the gene). The insertion seemed not to have any effect on the cDNA fragment size compared with a control subject. A sequencing across the boundaries of exons 19-21 from cDNA was performed to ensure that this alteration had not caused a more subtle splicing defect. In both cases, we only detected the normal BRCA1 sequence (fig 1) .
As this subject was heterozygous for a common polymorphic site in BRCA1 exon 13 (4427C/T from genomic DNA), we also tested heterozygosity in cDNA from the patient using primers covering position 4323-4609 of the BRCA1 gene cDNA sequence (U14680) and a surprising state of homozygosity was found ( fig   2) . This result would suggest that the intron 20 insertion creates an unstable transcript, having a real effect on BRCA1 expression.
Although we cannot draw conclusions, because we did not have blood samples from the patient's parents and we could not confirm if the insertion and the polymorphism on exon 13 were in the same chromosome or not, we think that this variant has an effect that leads to the appearance of an unstable transcript of one of the alleles of BRCA1. However, the description of the 12 bp insertion in patients without a family history of breast cancer could suggest that this mutation has a low penetrance, and other genetic events or a specific haplotype would be required for the development of the disease.
